For the flexible DC power grid, there is a complex electromagnetic coupling relationship between the pole line and the metallic return line when the line ground fault occurs. There is also a coupling between the different circuits. Metallic return line will produce switching overvoltage due to static and electromagnetic induction. Taking ±500kV Zhangbei flexible DC transmission project as an example, in the situation of monopolar grounding fault and DC circuit breaker failure clearance and then reclosing, the operation overvoltage on their own metallic return lines and adjacent metallic return lines in this progress are analyzed in this paper. The calculation results indicate that, the maximum overvoltage on the metallic return line is caused by its own pole line ground fault, which is not the transfer overvoltage. And the arcing horn gap values of metallic return lines at different altitude are concluded, which provide the parameters for the design and operation.
INTRODUCTION
Engineering experience shows that compared with the traditional AC transmission technology, for the same transmission corridor, flexible DC transmission technology has about 1.5 times transmission capacity than AC transmission line. It is easy to save scarce land resources. Compared with the traditional DC transmission, because of adopting the flexible and fast control mode, flexible DC transmission can control the active power and reactive power independently to achieve the transmission of passive networks, and overcome the essential defects of conventional DC transmission. Flexible DC transmission is beneficial to maintain the stability of voltage and frequency for interconnected AC system, and can provide support for rapid load recovery in the fault recovery process. As the above excellent technical performances, flexible DC transmission has a good application prospect in the city power grid, and become a strategic choice of changing the development of large power grid [1] - [3] . __________________________ Flexible DC transmission technology research is in the technology continuous improvement and engineering applications rapid growing development period. The new Zhoushan project, Nan'ao project has entered the operation stage [2] . But the time to put into operation is very short, and the running experience is slightly inadequate. Overvoltage and insulation is one of the key technologies in the implementation of flexible DC transmission project. Its research has important guiding significance for the design and experiment of converter station equipment and line tower.
In the flexible DC power grid, there is a complex electromagnetic coupling relationship between the pole line and the metallic return line when the line ground fault occurs. There is also a coupling between the different circuits. Metallic return line will produce switching overvoltage due to static and electromagnetic induction [4] [5] . If the pole-to-ground fault occurs on DC line, carefully analyzing the electromagnetic coupling and wave process between the pole and metallic return line, accurately calculating the over-voltage generated on the metallic line, and reasonably determining the minimum air gap of arcing horn for metallic return line, are the important basis for insulation cooperation, but also the focus of DC line over-voltage research [6] [7] . Taking ± 500kV Zhangbei flexible DC transmission project as an example, in the situation of monopolar grounding fault and DC circuit breaker failure clearance and then reclosing, the operation overvoltage on their own metallic return lines and adjacent metallic return lines in this progress are analyzed. According to the calculation results, the arcing horn gap value of metallic return lines is concluded in this paper. The results provide the parameters and the technical basis for the engineering implementation and the system operation.
SWITCHING OVERVOLTAGE OF METALLIC RETURN LINE
The research results indicate that the pole-to-ground fault is one of the faults with high occurrence probability of DC transmission line.
±
500kV Zhangbei flexible DC transmission project includes Zhangbei-Beijing, Beijing-Fengning, Fengning-Kangbao and KangbaoBeijing 4-circuit DC overhead transmission lines. In the bipolar operation mode, because of lighting back stroke, lightning shielding failure, contamination and other reasons, pole-to-ground flashover will occur on DC transmission line. As the strong coupling of the pole line and metallic return line on the same tower and the connected metallic return lines of different circuits, the switching overvoltage will produce on the metallic return line due to static electricity and electromagnetic induction, when a pole ground fault occurs.
CALCULATION PARAMETERS
DC rated voltage is ±535kV. Combined with the converter station capacity of receiving and regulation end and circuit breaker flowing capacity, capacity of DC power transmission is 3750MW. The rate capacity of each converter station is that: 3000MW of Zhangbei converter station, 1500MW of Kangbao converter station, 1500MW of Fengning converter station and 3000MW of Beijing converter station.
The parameters of converter, transformer, bridge arm reactor, current limiting reactor and starting resistance are given in Table I~Table V. The length of each transmission line section is that: 49.6km of Zhangbei-Kangbao transmission line, 205.1km of Kangbao-Fengning transmission line, 186.5km of Fengning-Beijing transmission line (including 29.5km transmission line section from Zhangbei-Beijing on the same tower) and 205.8km of Zhangbei-beijing transmission line (including 29.5km transmission line section from Fengning-Beijing on the same tower ).
Typical towers of single-circuit line and double-circuit line are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . 
ANALYSIS METHOD
Before the fault, DC operation voltage is 535kV. The fault line is divided into 10 sections. Each section is grounded. And considering the delay of the line traveling wave, pole line voltage or over-current protection after the pole transmission line ground fault occurs, the DC circuit breakers at both ends of the fault pole line are set to disconnect. Then temporary ground fault is cleared, and DC circuit breakers are coincided after a certain period of time.
The maximum overvoltage value on the metallic return line between the ground and coincidence process is used as the metallic return line overvoltage.
The faulty line pole-to-ground and coincidence process will also produce an overvoltage on the adjacent metallic return lines, referred to the transfer overvoltage. The maximum overvoltage level of the metallic return lines is determined by the overvoltage caused by line fault on its own metallic return line and transfer overvoltage of other line fault.
Maximum normal operating mode and minimum normal operating mode of system are considered in this paper. In normal operation, Zhangbei, Beijing, Fengning and Kangbao stations are normally accessed. In maximum operating mode, Zhangbei station send the rated power of 3000MW, Beijing station receive the rated power of 3000MW, Kangbao station send the rated power of 1500MW and Fengning station receive the rated power of 1500MW. The power of each station in the minimum operating mode is 10% of that in the maximum operating mode.
OVERVOLTAGE LEVEL OF METALLIC RETURN LINE
The metallic return line overvoltage is shown in Table VI~Table IX in maximum normal operating mode and minimum normal operating mode. In the table, if the fault line name is the same as the table title line, the overvoltage is generated by the pole-to-ground fault and pole-to-ground coincidence of this line. If it is different, the overvoltage is generated by the adjacent or far pole line ground fault and coincidence on this metallic return line. 
AIR GAP VALUE OF METALLIC RETURN LINE
The insulation cooperation design of the ground line is mainly based on DL/T5224-2014, which is "Technical code for design of HVDC earth return system". Considering wind deviation of grounding line insulator string for ± 500kV DC transmission line, the positive 50% switching impulse flashover voltage of the line to the tower air gap should meet the following requirements:
Where, U sp is the overvoltage level, kV; K a is altitude correction coefficient; σ s is variation coefficient of the air gap switching impulse flashover over voltage, with the value of 5%.
According to the maximum switching overvoltage of metallic return line for Zhangbei project with the value of 362kV, the 50% switching impulse flashover overvoltage required is calculated, and the air gaps of switching impulse voltage for arcing horn and the insulator string effective length of metallic return line at different altitudes are got, which are shown in Table XI . 
CONCLUSION
Based on the process and principle of switching overvoltage generated on the metallic return line of ±500kV flexible HVDC transmission project, taking ±500kV Zhangbei flexible DC transmission project as an example, in the situation of monopolar grounding fault and DC circuit breaker failure clearance and then reclosing, the operation overvoltage on their own metallic return lines and adjacent metallic return lines in this progress are analyzed in this paper. The calculation results indicate that, the maximum overvoltage on the metallic return line in Zhangbei flexible DC transmission project is on the Fengning-Kangbao metallic return line, with the value of 361.08kV, which is caused by the single-phase earth fault and coincidence of the Fengning-Kangbao line. It is not the transfer overvoltage. Based on this calculation result, the arcing horn gap values of metallic return lines at different altitude are concluded, which provide the parameters and the technical basis for the engineering implementation and the system operation.
